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	"This book performs a valuable service for managers seeking to harness the business potential of Web services technology. Bringing a real practitioner's experience to the task, Anne carefully walks managers through the fundamentals of Web services technology. She does a superb job of helping managers understand this technology so that they can move with sure footing and avoid potentially harmful stumbles along the way." --From the Foreword by John Hagel III and John Seely Brown Written for business and technology managers, Web Services: A Manager's Guide illuminates the potential of Web services for application integration. It describes the essentials of supporting technologies and shows how they can be built into a Web services infrastructure that is high-performance, robust, and cost-effective. Realistic in approach, this book offers a readable definition of Web services and non-technical explanations of key technologies and standards. The author explores the scenarios and applications that would benefit most from Web services and offers guidelines for making an informed decision about which Web services products are right for your company's needs. You will find detailed coverage of the following topics:


	*The advantages of Web services over other middleware technologies *Various Web services business models, including those used by Google, Kinko's, Amazon, UPS, and T-Mobile


	*The basics of XML, XSLT, SOA, WSDL, UDDI, and SOAP *How W3C, OASIS, and WS-I are standardizing technologies and defining guidelines for interoperability *Web services standards for security, transactions, and portlets


	*Powerful features of Web services, including dynamic discovery and dynamic binding


	*Using Web services for heterogeneous integration, managing legacy assets, and B2B electronic procurement *Web services core products and platforms


	*Evaluating Web services offerings based on such requirements as scalability, extensibility, and security With this book in hand, you will have a clear understanding of Web services, what the technology can do for your organization, and the direction in which you should be heading. Margin content summaries enable time-constrained managers to locate and absorb needed information quickly.


	Case studies illustrate the benefits of adopting Web services and also reveal pitfalls to avoid.
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Creating Knowledge-Based Healthcare OrganizationsIGI Global, 2004
Cleveland State Univ., OH. Discusses the need for embracing knowledge  management strategies, processes, techniques, and tools throughout the  healthcare sector and highlights the benefits such initiatives will  provide. Covers ways to meet future challenges and healthcare trends.  Softcover, hardcover available. DNLM: Health...
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Querying XML, : XQuery, XPath, and SQL/XML in context (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
There is no more authoritative pair of authors on Querying XML than Jim Melton and Stephen Buxton. Best of all, as readers of Jim's other books know, his informal writing style will teach you what you need to know about this complex subject without giving you a headache. If you need a comprehensive and accessible overview of Querying XML, this...
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 100 simple and incredibly effective recipes to help transform your static business data into exciting dashboards filled with dynamic charts and graphics


	About This Book

	
		Create impressive dashboards with SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.1 (formerly known as Xcelsius)
	
		Find solutions...
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Digital SLR Cameras and Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The perennial DSLR bestseller—now expanded with more photography tips


	Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies has remained the top-selling book on DSLR photography since the first edition was published. Now in its Fifth Edition, itcovers the latest technologies in the world of DSLR cameras and...
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PHP & MySQL Web Development All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Webmasters and Web programmers around the world know that PHP and MySQL provide a robust, easy-to-learn, open-source solution for creating dynamic, database-driven Web sites for eCommerce and content management. In fact, PHP is used in one of every three Web sites on the Internet and MySQL has been downloaded millions of times. PHP and MySQL...
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Instant Migration to HTML5 and CSS3 How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover how to upgrade your existing website to the latest HTML5 and CSS3 standards


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to upgrade existing websites to HTML5 & CSS3 without changing appearance
	...
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